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“Event data” record the interactions of political actors reported in sources such as newspapers
and news services; this type of data is widely used in research in international relations. Over the
past ten years, there has been a shift from coding event data by humans—typically university
students—to using computerized coding. The automated methods are dramatically faster,
enabling data sets to be coded in real time, and provide far greater transparency and consistency
than human coding. This paper reviews the experience of the Kansas Event Data System
(KEDS) project in developing automated coding using “sparse parsing” machine coding methods,
and assesses features that would improve the effectiveness of these programs.
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INTRODUCTION
Event data are used in quantitative international relations research to reduce journalistic

descriptions of political interactions to categorical data that can be analyzed statistically. They
are one of the most common types of information used in quantitative international relations
research (Andriole and Hopple 1984; Azar and Ben-Dak 1975; Burgess and Lawton 1972; Daly
and Andriole, 1980; Laurance 1990; Marlin-Bennett and Roberts 1993; Merritt, Muncaster and
Zinnes 1994; Munton, 1978; Schrodt 1994; Sigler, Field and Adelman 1972)
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An early paper by McClelland (1967) provides a general definition of international events:
Event-interaction is meant to refer to something very discrete and simple—to the veritable
building blocks of international politics. They are the specific elements of streams of exchange
between nations. Here are a few examples for hypothetical Nations A and B: Nation A
proposes a trade negotiation, Nation B rejects the proposal, Nation A accuses B of hostile
intentions, Nation B denies the accusation, Nation B deploys troops along a disputed
boundary, Nation A requests that the troops be withdrawn, ... Each act undertaken by each
actor in this illustration is regarded as an event-interaction. (pg. 8)
Two widely-used global event data sets were developed in the 1970s—the Conflict and Peace
Data Bank (COPDAB; Azar 1982) and the World Events Interactions Survey (WEIS;
McClelland 1976)—and a variety of more specialized data sets covering specific regions or time
periods are also available.
Historically, event data have been coded by teams of undergraduate and graduate. students
reading through copies of the New York Times and other printed sources. During the past decade,
however, there was a shift to automated coding methods: In 1990 almost all event data projects
used human coders, whereas in 2000 almost all projects used automated coding. Projects that
once would have required tens of thousands of dollars, a large group of coders with a complex
supervisory infrastructure and months of painstaking effort can now be done by a single
researcher in a few days or weeks.
This change is particularly noticeable in the research published in major political science
journals such as the American Political Science Review (Goldstein and Pevehouse 1997),
American Journal of Political Science (Schrodt and Gerner 1994) and Journal of Conflict
Resolution (Schrodt and Gerner 1997; Bond et al 1997). Huxtable (1997) and Thomas (1999) are
examples of completed dissertations based on large-scale event data sets generated by a single
researcher using fully automated methods, and several other dissertations are in progress.
Human-coded data has continued to be employed in some government-sponsored projects, most
notably the State Failures Project (Esty et al 1995, 1998), but even these efforts are gradually
moving to automated coding..
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Improvements in communication technologies also have dramatically changed the quantity
and timeliness of the information available for use in event data analysis. Material relevant to
political behavior is now available in machine-readable form from the commercial efforts of
Reuters, Agence France Press, and other news agencies, and from the more specialized networks
of intergovernmental and nongovernmental organization (IGO and NGO) fieldworkers such as the
UN Department of Humanitarian Affairs "ReliefWeb" site (http://www.reliefweb.int).
Machine coding provides at least two advantages over traditional human coding. First, as
Weber (1990:17) notes, coding reliability in textual analysis consists of three components:
stability—the ability of a coder to consistently assign the same code to a given text;
reproducibility—intercoder reliability;
accuracy—the ability of a group of coders to conform to a standard.
The stability of machine coding is 100% because the machine will always code the same text in
the same manner. This is particularly useful when a time series is being maintained for a number
of years. Because the patterns used in coding are explicitly specified in the coding dictionaries
rather than dependent on coder training, the same rules used in 1992 can be used in 2002. In our
experience, the reproducibility of machine coding seems comparable to the inter-coder reliability
of humans, and a machine is obviously not influenced by the context of an event or by intrinsic
political or cultural biases. (The dictionaries used by a coding program may reflect biases, but
these will be explicit and can be examined by another researcher; the dictionaries are also applied
consistently to all actors and in all contexts.) Automated coding is not subject to errors due to
fatigue or boredom, and in contrast to human coders, a computer program does not require
retraining after a coding vocabulary has been developed.
Second, automated coding can be done quickly and inexpensively. This allows a researcher
to experiment with a variety of different coding schemes, which is impractical with human
coding. For example, the Protocol for the Assessment of Nonviolent Direct Action (PANDA) at
the Program on Nonviolent Sanctions in Conflict and Defense at the Center for International
Affairs at Harvard (Bond, Bennett, and Vogele 1994) used the KEDS program to code a superset
of the WEIS categories (160 categories versus the 63 categories in WEIS) that provided far more
detail on nonviolent events, substate actors and internal interactions such as strikes and protests.
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THE KANSAS EVENT DATA SYSTEM PROJECT
The Kansas Event Data System (KEDS) was the first large-scale automated event coding

effort in the academic community and remains the only system that is widely used in published
academic research in political science. The project began in the early 1990s with funding from the
U.S. National Science Foundation and has been continued under a variety of NSF and U.S.
government contracts. The project web site—http://www.ukans.edu/~keds—contains
the software and source code produced by the project, data sets, research papers and links to
related projects. The KEDS project has been a collective effort involving several faculty and
graduate students—most notably Deborah Gerner, Phillip Huxtable, Jon Pevehouse and Judith
Weddle—and in this discussion I will use the first-person plural pronoun “we” to refer to the
joint experience of this group.
The KEDS project initially developed an automated coding program named “KEDS”. This
program was written in the Pascal computer language and worked only on the Macintosh
operating system. While the source code was available after 1997, that code had not been
intended for public release and consequently was not particularly well documented or easy to
follow. In addition, while the program continued to be compatible with new versions of the
Macintosh operating system, by the late 1990s the Pascal language had been almost completely
superceded by the C/C++ language in most applications.
In 2000, we developed a new coder, TABARI (“Textual Analysis by Augmented
Replacement Instructions”). TABARI is based on the same natural language processing
principles as KEDS, but is designed to be more easily extended, and also corrects some
dysfunctional but deeply-embedded design characteristics of KEDS. TABARI is written in
ANSI-standard C++ and therefore is easily transferred between computer operating systems.
The system contains no proprietary components or code that is likely to become outdated due to
operating system dependencies. (The disadvantage of this flexibility is that the user interface is
keyboard driven, in contrast to the graphical interface of KEDS.) The reference operating system
for TABARI is Linux, but it has also been ported to the Solaris, Macintosh, and Windows
operating systems. It is “open-source” software, which means that not only the program but
also the source code are available for review and modification by the research community.
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TABARI is about 70-times faster than KEDS. Using an automatic coding mode that
provides no screen feedback, TABARI codes 2000 events per second on a 350Mhz Macintosh
G3 computer; on a 650Mhz Dell Pentium III, the speed is around 3000 events per second.
Typical human coders can reliably produce about 40 events per day, so TABARI running on a
G3 does in a second what a human coder does in about three months. This is wall-clock speedup
of around a factor of 7.8-million.
We have experimented with coding a variety of texts, including specialized regional sources
in English and German (Gerner et al 1994). Most of our initial work was with Reuters News
Service lead sentences. The lead is usually a simple declarative sentence that summarizes the
article, e.g., "The United Arab Emirates welcomed a resumption of formal
diplomatic ties between Egypt and Syria after a 12-year rift."
Reuters articles are quite short and a complex political interaction generates dozens of leads. In
our later work, the system has been employed successfully to code full newswire stories. In
regions of the world that are less intensely reported than the Middle East—notably Africa—full
story coding is essential; Schrodt and Gerner (1998) provide a system comparison of leadsentence and full-story coding. Our work at Kansas generated data primarily on the Middle East,
with some additional work by graduate students focusing on West Africa and the Horn of Africa.
Research projects using KEDS at other institutions have looked at the Balkans, Korea, Northern
Ireland, and global trade relations.
The Middle East exhibits some of the most complicated political behavior in the world, with
a variety of state and non-state actors vying for influence in the context of the ongoing ArabIsraeli conflict and, until 1990, US-Soviet competition. This extensive foreign policy activity
presents a realistic challenge to any system of automated coding because of the quantity and
variety of material. KEDS’s coding on the Middle East has been validated against both the
textual record and human-coded events and found no systematic biases in machine coding
(Schrodt and Gerner 1994). When the human and machine-coded data are used in statistical tests,
the results are almost indistinguishable except for differences due to the higher number of events
in the machine-coded data. An independent test of KEDS by the PANDA project found that in a
situation where coding dictionaries have been optimized for a set of data, KEDS assigned event
codes to Reuters leads with a 91% accuracy. Typical accuracy is in the range of 75% to 85%,
similar to the accuracy of human-coded data.
5
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SPARSE PARSING
KEDS and TABARI use a computational method called "sparse parsing." Instead of trying

to parse a sentence fully, the programs determine only the parts of a semtence required for event
coding—for instance political actors, compound nouns and compound verb phrases, and the
references of pronouns—and then employ a large set of noun and verb patterns to determine the
appropriate actor and event codes. Unlike more complex full parsing, sparse parsing can be used
successfully on unedited news wire text, uses simpler dictionaries, and is substantially faster than
most full parsers. Less is more.
The task of machine coding of event data is simplified by the fact that event data are largely
defined by sets of transitive verbs (verbs that have a direct object). In most cases, event data
coding needs only to focus on the basic subject-verb-object (SVO) structure of an English
sentence, so event data coding is substantially simpler than many other natural language
processing problems. In event coding, the subject of the sentence is the source of the event, the
verb determines the event code, and the object of the verb is the target. Sparse parsing makes
errors on oddly constructed or excessively complex sentences but it are successful on the
sentence structures most commonly used to describe events.
3.1. How TABARI Evaluates a Sentence
The input to TABARI is a file containing a set of sentences, each prefixed with a date and
other identifying information, and followed by a blank line:
980216 REUT-0001-01
Egypt's President Hosni Mubarak warned in an interview published on Monday
that the situation in the Arab world could deteriorate if the United
States attacks Iraq for failing to comply with weapons inspections.
980216 REUT-0002-01
Iraqi Foreign Minister Mohammed Saeed al-Sahaf said on Monday that he was
going to Paris only to take a message from President Saddam Hussein to
French President Jacques Chirac about Baghdad's showdown with the United
States.

(KEDS uses a two-digit year but “windows” the digits 00 to 10 to 2000-2010. TABARI can use
either this system or 4-digit years.) While this format is very simple, we have found that the
process of reformatting the text downloaded from a data service is often a difficult task for
individuals unfamiliar with computer programming. Our web site contains a number of Pascal
and C programs that convert some of the formats we have used (for example NEXIS, Reuters,
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and Dow-Jones Interactive); other projects have written filters in languages such as Visual Basic
and the Microsoft Word macro language.
To code a sentence, TABARI goes through a series of operations on the text. The following
description is a summary and does not discuss a number of idiosyncratic exceptions and options
employed by the parser.
Lexical processing (involves single words)
The source text is first converted to a standard form. All letters are changed to upper-case
(however, words beginning with upper-case letters in mid-sentence are tagged as nouns); all
punctuation except commas is eliminated. TABARI then checks each individual word in the text
to see if it occurs in the actor or verb dictionaries, or in a list of conjunctions and pronouns.
Words that are found in the dictionaries are assigned an integer identifier, and all subsequent
processing works with this array of integers rather than the original text.
Syntactic processing (involves multiple words)
The next step involves locating noun and verb phrases in the sentence. In many cases, these
involve single words, but can also involve multiple words (e.g. “President Bill
Clinton”). Some disambiguation of words that can be either nouns or verbs—for example
“force”, “attack”, “arms” and “strike”—is done by looking for determiners (“the”, “a”
and “an”) prior to the word; pronoun references are determined using a simple set of rules.
Compound noun phrases, compound clauses and subordinate phrases delimited by commas are
tagged; if a noun phrase does not occur at the beginning of a clause, it is copied from the beginning
of the previous clause. Finally, a “complexity filter” is applied, and sentences that appear too
complex for TABARI to code are written to a separate file rather than coded. At the end of this
stage, the program generates a marked-up version of its parsing in an XML-like notation.
Event coding
To code events, the program looks at each verb in the sentence and attempts to match the
phrases associated with that verb in the verbs dictionary. Patterns typically distinguish between
direct objects, as in the distinction between “promised military aid” and “promised
to veto.”; each phrase is associated with an event code. If a verb phrase corresponding to an
event is identified, the program finds the source actor and target actor associated with the verb.
The source is usually the first actor in the sentence; the target is usually the first actor following
the verb, provided that actor has a code distinct from the code of the source. If no such actor is
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found, the program then looks for an actor prior to the verb that has a code distinct from the code
of the source. If the source or target are compound phrases, these are expanded into multiple
events. Only the first verb corresponding to an event is coded, unless the sentence is compound
(i.e. contains a conjunction not associated with a compound actor), in which case each clause of
the compound sentence is checked for an event.
3.2 Dictionaries
TABARI was designed as a general-purpose coding system, so most of its coding decisions
depend on its dictionaries. All of TABARI's files are stored externally as ASCII files so that
they can be edited using a word processor and transmitted using electronic mail. The verbs and
actors, as well as their associated codes, also can be added, deleted or changed using a dialog
invoked from the main program menu as coding is being done. The editing routine also keeps
track of the coder who added each phrase to the dictionary and the date the phrase was added.
A standard input format is used for the dictionaries. Words are entered in upper case; codes
for actors and events are enclosed in square brackets []. If two words must be consecutive, they
are connected by an underscore; if the two words are separated by a space, other words can
intervene. For example, the text “agreed to provide a loan” can be matched by the
pattern “AGREE LOAN” but not the pattern “AGREED_TO_LOAN”.
If a word in a TABARI dictionary ends in a space, it is used as a stem. Stemming refers to
the process of reducing different forms of a word to a single root
ACCEPT
SYRIA

⇐ ACCEPTS
⇐ SYRIA'S

ACCEPTED
SYRIAN

ACCEPTING
SYRIANS

TABARI handles stemming by matching patterns from the beginning of the word; a word is
considered to match if every character in the root matches. In other words, “SYRI” will match
all four forms of “Syria” but it will not match “Syracuse”. Long phrases are searched before
shorter ones: for example “SIGNALLED”, “SIGNED” and “SIGN” are checked in that order.
An underscore character after the word means that the word will match only if it is followed by a
space, so the root “OF_” will only match the single word “of” whereas “OF” would match “of”,
“offer” and “official”.
Stemming had two advantages in the early stages of our work with the original KEDS
program when the dictionaries were relatively small. First, most regular verbs had to be entered
only once. The exception to this occurred when a verb root could be mistaken for a noun—for
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example “FIRE”—in which case multiple forms of the verb had to be entered explicitly. Second,
nouns related to a verb—for example “MEETING/MEET” or “ACCEPTANCE/ACCEPT”—would
trigger a correct classification even when an uncommon verb in the text was not in the dictionary.
With more extensive dictionaries, however, stemming is the most frequent cause of wildly
inaccurate coding errors. For example, when we were coding reports from the Middle East for
November 1993, the usually problem-free verb “BEAT” matched “Beaty,” the name of an
American businessman released from prison by Iraq. TABARI would not make this mistake
because it can disambiguate using capitalization, but at the present time TABARI still uses
KEDS’ stemming rules. Over the next year, we anticipate switching to a facility to TABARI for
explicitly defining regular verb constructions and noun endings (e.g. plurals and adjectival forms)
and eliminate stemming except for purposes of backwards-compatibility with KEDS.
The KEDS project coding dictionaries have been incrementally developed over the past
decade through work at Kansas and in the PANDA project at Harvard. We now have a fairly
stable set of about 4000 verbs and verb phrases that are sufficient to capture most of the political
behavior coded in the WEIS event data scheme, and a standard list of about 500 major political
actors. Earlier work (Lehnert and Sundheim 1991) on automated processing of English-language
reports of political violence indicated that dictionaries on the order of 5,000 phrases are
necessary for relatively complete discrimination between political events (including some activity
more detailed than coded in WEIS), so these dictionaries are probably close to having a relatively
complete vocabulary.
Proper nouns: actors
An actors file contains proper nouns and associates each of these with a code:
ABU_SHARIF [PLO]
ACQUINO [PHL]
AL-WAZIR [PAL]
AMMAN [JOR]
AMNESTY_INTERNATIONAL [NGO]
ANKARA [TUR]
ANTIGUA [ATI]

Multiple nouns can map to the same code; for example “ISRAEL”, “NETANYAHU”,
“PERES”, “RABIN”, “TEL_AVIV”, and “BARAK” all have the code ISR.
In some circumstances, it is useful to have a single “phrase” generate multiple actor codes.
This is indicated by separating the actor codes with a slash:
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EAST_AND_WEST_GERMANY [GME/GMW]
NORTH_AND_SOUTH_KOREA [KON/KOS]
G7 [USA/GMW/FRN/ITL/UK/JAP/CAN]

Actors also change over time. The two most notable instances of this in our Middle East
data are Boutros Boutros Ghali—who appears both as Egypt's foreign minister and as Secretary
General of the United Nations—and the changes surrounding the collapse of the Soviet Union.
These situations are dealt with by indicating different codes for different time periods:
MOSCOW [USR (<901225) RUS (>901226)].

The standard actors dictionary contains the names of nation-states, major international
organizations, and the heads-of-state of major powers. However, local political actors such as
opposition parties, regional political leaders, rebel movements and local non-governmental
organizations need to be customized for individual regions. We have developed a program called
“Actor_Filter” that goes through a set of texts, pulls out potential new political actors (using
capitalization to identify proper nouns), and then presents a keyword-in-context index of these,
sorted by frequency. While this program produces quite a few false positives (for example, the
names of holidays, athletes and movie stars), it insures that no frequently occurring political actor
is missing from the dictionary.
Common nouns: agents
The early event data sets such as WEIS and COPDAB were state-centered and made little or
no distinction among substate actors. This convention is also found in many Reuters leads,
where the names of the states are used to refer to actions of governments or foreign ministries:
“Israel accused Syria...”. However, in many circumstances it is useful to differentiate
the agent responsible for an event, for example distinguishing “Israeli soldiers,”
“Israeli police,” and “Israeli settlers.” This is particularly important in the
PANDA coding scheme, which deals with many internal political activities such as strikes,
elections, and protests.
If one is coding a small number of countries, the agents can be coded explicitly in the
dictionaries:
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ISRAELI_POLICE [ISRPOL]
ISRAELI_SETTLERS [ISRSET]
ISRAELI_SOLDIERS [ISRMIL]

While this approach leads to longer dictionaries, it also allows the secondary codes to be very
specific: for example major opposition parties can be assigned distinct codes while minor parties
are lumped together in a general “OPP” category.
The original KEDS program used in the PANDA project employed a more sophisticated
approach was used that employed a single list of substate actors called “agents.” (To date, this
facility has not been implemented in TABARI.) In some cases, an agent is implicit in a proper
noun—for example “GEORGE BUSH” was president of the United States—and these codes are
specified in the actors dictionary. In many other cases, the agent is identified by a common noun:
AGENT:
AGENT:
AGENT:
AGENT:
AGENT:

DISSIDENT [OPP]
ELECTORATE [CON]
EMIGRANT [REF]
EMIGRES [REF]
ENVIRONMENTALIST [ENV]

KEDS attempts to assign an actor identity to all agents, using the following priority:
1. Implicit agents: GEORGE BUSH [USA:GOV]
2. <actor><agent>: FRENCH POLICE
3. <agent><preposition><actor>: POLICE IN DAMASCUS
4. an actor found within ±2 words of the agent
If none of these patterns occurs, the agent is assumed to have no explicit actor and is then treated
as an actor when identifying sources and targets. The statement “Police fought
demonstrators” will generate an event of the form “*** POL

*** DEM” where *** is

KEDS's code for an unknown actor.
Verbs and verb phrases
The verbs dictionary contains verb phrases and their associated event codes. This
includes both simple verbs (e.g. “VISITED”) and verbs plus direct objects (e.g. “PROMISED
FUNDS”).
The following is an example of an entry in the verbs dictionary:
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ACCEPT
- * PROPOSAL
- PROPOSAL WAS *
- * CHARGES
- * FORMULATION
- * INVITATION

[081]
[081]
[013]
[042]
[082]

In this example, the root verb is “ACCEPT”; with stemming this will match “ACCEPT”,
“ACCEPTS”, and “ACCEPTED”. The phrases that start with “-“ are the patterns associated with
“ACCEPT” and their codes; the “*” indicates where the verb itself should appear. In the example,
“accepted proposal” will be coded 081 (“agree” in the WEIS coding system) while
“accepts formulation” will be coded 042 (“approve” in WEIS).
When multiple verb patterns are found in a sentence, events are prioritized by:
• left to right order of verbs in the sentence
• length of patterns within a verb's pattern list
Events are coded from only the first verb in a sentence unless the sentence is compound or the
first verb has been designated as “subordinate,” a verb that is coded only if no other verb can be
found to code.
Patterns usually involve direct objects or modifiers such as “NOT”. The key to this scheme
is ensuring that phrases are associated with a transitive verb rather than indicators of tense such
as “HAS”, “WILL”, “IS”, “WAS”, and “WERE”. The important verb in a phrase will often be an
infinitive; for example in “willing to negotiate”, the verb is “NEGOTIATE”. Pattern
matching stops at any conjunction; this prevents a pattern from matching the direct object of
another verb in a compound sentence.
Patterns can also specify where the source and target are found in relation to the verb and
associated words; these are indicated by "$" and "+" respectively. For example, the pattern
ADVISE
- + WAS * BY $

would make the correct source and target assignment on the passive construction "Egypt was
advised by the United States." The symbol "%" specifies that a compound actor
should be assigned to both the source and target. This is typically used when dealing with
consultations to indicate that the subject of the sentence contains both the source and target.
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Israeli businessmen, Jordanian officials and foreign bankers agreed on
Monday that the Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty was not producing economic
dividends quickly enough.

The current verbs dictionary requires relatively little modification when one is coding
different regions of the world. This was not true initially: when we first tried to apply the
dictionaries we had developed in the Middle East to the Balkans and the West Africa, we found
that substantial additional vocabulary was required. Coding of unusual activities can also require
specialized vocabulary. For example during the 1991 Gulf War, words that Reuters commonly
used metaphorically to refer to verbal disputes (“attacked”, “blasted”) generally referred to
actual physical attacks, and for precise coding, a different set of dictionaries would be required.
The dictionaries required for coding internal political events (as distinct from international events)
also require some regional customization, although the number of additional phrases required is
usually in the tens or hundreds, not the thousands.
Pronouns
Pronouns occur frequently in Reuters:
Turkey believes Iraq and Syria can cope with a decrease in vital water but
they have lodged a protest with Ankara.

In this sentence, “they” refers to “Iraq and Syria” but the program must determine this
in order to code the second clause of the compound sentence correctly.
Ascertaining the references of pronouns is a very general problem in parsing. Unfortunately,
a reference often cannot be resolved on a purely syntactic basis. In the sentence “ Clinton will
meet with Mubarak when he goes to Geneva”

the pronoun “he”could refer to either

“ Clinton” or “Mubarak” depending on who is going to Geneva. Sophisticated parsers (and
humans) can often use semantic information to resolve references. In the sentence “John took
the cake home and ate it,”

the word “it” refers to “ cake” because one does not eat

“ home”, whereas in the sentence “John took the baseball bat and broke it”, the word
“ it” refers to “ bat” rather than “ baseball.” Nonetheless, without very good disambiguation of
parts of speech, the two sentences appears identical in structure.
TABARI does not use semantic information, but in most Reuters leads this is not required.
Instead, a simple set of rules are used:
HE SHE IT assign the first actor in the sentence
ITS
assign the first actor prior to the pronoun
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THEY

assign either the first compound actor if one exists or else assign an actor followed
by a word ending in 'S' or an agent, for example “Syrian soldiers” or
“Israel police.”

These rules are least effective on the pronoun IT because that word often refers to an
activity rather than an actor. For example in the sentence “Police had said the rally was
banned, but did not prevent it from taking place.”,

“it” refers to “rally.” In the

sentence “Interfax news agency, citing unnamed sources, said it would take four
days for the troops to deploy”,

“it” has no reference, but instead serves as a placeholder

for the implied subject of the sentence.
4

OTHER PARSING FEATURES

4.1 Compound Sentences
TABARI recognizes compound sentences generated by the conjunctions “AND” and “BUT”;
this is determined after any “AND” found in compound a noun phrase such is “ Clinton and
Mubarak” is eliminated.

In a compound sentence, the source of the event is not changed unless an

actor occurs immediately after the conjunction.
TABARI recognizes compound nouns of the form
<actor1> AND <actor2>
<actor1> , <actor2> , ... <actorn-1> AND <actorn>

and does the appropriate duplication of events. For example, "The United States and Egypt
approved of efforts by Israel and Jordan" would generate the four events
USA
UAR

<APPROVED>
<APPROVED>

ISR
ISR

USA
UAR

<APPROVED>
<APPROVED>

JOR
JOR

The consistent treatment of compound actors is one place where automated coding is far superior
to human coding. One of the most common mistakes made by human coders is neglecting to
complete all of the possible combinations of interactions in a sentence containing multiple
compound nouns. Sparse parsing, in contrast, handles this consistently.
The most common error that results from these rules occurs when a compound noun is in the
sentence but the nouns are not actors
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Teachers demanding better pay and improved benefits marched again through
the streets of the center of Amman on Wednesday.

The “AND” will cause this to be interpreted as a compound sentence despite the fact that only
the italicized clause is compound.
Conversely, one will occasionally find compound sentences where the phrases are separated
with the compound noun structure
The United States confirmed on Friday that it is prepared to respond
positively to a U.N. appeal for more emergency food aid for North Korea
and U.S. officials said the contribution would be $6 million.

In this instance, the second phrase in sentence—“ U.S. officials said…”—will not be interpreted
as being compound because the italicized words will be parsed as a compound noun phrase.
4.2 Paired and Subordinate Codes
The WEIS coding scheme frequently generates symmetric events of the form
<Actor1> <Event1> <Actor2>
<Actor2> <Event2> <Actor1>

For example, a meeting between Israel and Egypt at a neutral site would generate the pair of
events:
ISR 031 UAR
UAR 031 ISR

(meet with)
(meet with)

A visit by a Jordanian official to Syria would generate the event pair:
JOR 032 SYR
SYR 033 JOR

(visit; go to)
(receive visit; host)

In TABARI these paired events can be coded automatically by using a pair of codes
separated by a slash ; for example
FLEW_TO [032/033]

would code the visit/receive pair.
TABARI dictionaries can also set priorities when multiple verbs are found in a sentence. A
subordinate code indicates that a verb is only to be coded if no other events are found. When a
phrase with a subordinate code is encountered, TABARI continues to search for other verb
patterns in the sentence rather than stopping. This is typically used for verbs of attribution
such as “SAID” or “REPORTED.” For example in coding “George Bush said he rejected
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Syria's assertion...”

the relevant event is USA <REJECTED> SYRIA rather than USA

<SAID> SYRIA. Associating “GEORGE_BUSH” with the pronoun “he” and using a
subordinate code on “SAID” will allows this to be coded properly.
4.3 Deletion of Subordinate Phrases Delimited by Commas
In Reuters leads, short phrases delimited by commas and phrases between a comma and the
end of the sentence are usually irrelevant to the coding:
President Mubarak, in a grim warning underlining Egypt's deepening
economic crisis, will request emergency assistance from the IMF, the
official UAE news agency said on Thursday

These phrases are eliminated from the text to be coded if the number of words between the
commas is greater than two and less than or equal to ten; the minimum allows the preservation of
comma-delimited lists. The maximum and minimum length for an eliminated phrase can be set as
a program parameter and commas inside numbers such as “10,000” do not trigger this feature.
4.4 Null Codes and Stop Words
The null code “---” is used to eliminate phrases that would otherwise be confused with
actors or verbs. For example, the phrase “ Israeli-occupied West Bank and Gaza” will
generate both the ISR and PAL codes as actors. By adding the null code
ISRAELI-OCCUPIED [---]

only PAL is generated as an actor. Null codes have proven surprisingly important in refining the
coding of the system, particularly in eliminating words that have the same stem as common verbs
(“acknowledgement” versus “acknowledge”) and eliminating verb phrases that do not
correspond to political activity.
4.5 Issues
KEDS can code up to 9 sets of “issues”: these are typically sets of words or phrases
identifying the context or domain of an event. TABARI does not currently have this capability,
but it will be added in the near future.
For example one of the variables in the PANDA data set shows the topic being addressed by
a political action such as a demonstration. This list begins with the phrases:
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ABORTION [T]
AIDS_ [E]
ANCESTRAL LAND [N?]
APARTHEID [H!]
ASYLUM [H]
BALLOT [G?]
BAN_THE_DEATH_PENALTY [P?]
BANKING [F!]

Issue phrases can be coded as dominant (!) or subordinate (?), or given a numerical priority. The
code for the issue with the highest priority will be assigned to the event.
4.6 Discard and Complex Events
Some news reports involve multiple international actors but no political events. Sports
events are especially problematic given the propensity of Reuters to use national identities and
martial metaphors in describing the athletic contests, particularly soccer (“Algeria blasts
Spain in World Cup action”).

In developing our Middle East data set, U.S. basketball star

Michael Jordan was also a potential source of incorrect codes. Traffic accidents and natural
disasters involving multinational fatalities are also a problem, as is transnational criminal activity
(unless such activity is being explicitly coded).
Such stories are discarded by assigning key words and phrases the discard code ###
HEROIN [###]
MARIJUANA [###]
SOCCER [###]
WORLD_CUP [###]

If a discard phrase is found anywhere in the source text, no events are coded from the text. The
question of what activities to discard and what to code depends on the research questions that
the data are being analyzed. In the Middle East, activities involving illegal drugs, while certainly
present, have relatively little political content. In contrast, when we coded a data set on
Colombian and Mexican relations with the United States, illegal drugs were one of the paramount
political issues. In those data sets, reports about illegal drugs were not only coded, but a
specialized set of agent codes was developed to identify the various entities involved in the drug
trade.
TABARI can also detect a number of conditions where a sentence is likely to be too complex
to code. For example, the sentence
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Syria said today the U.S. veto of a U.N. Security Council motion on
Israeli settlements was "the most prominent phenomenon of U.S. hostility
to the Arabs and U.S. support for Israeli plans to annex the West Bank"

contains nine actor references to six distinct actors (Syria, U.S., U.N. Security Council, Israel,
Arabs, and Palestinians). The actors occur because a complex diplomatic process is being
described—for example the object of the Syrian statement (“U.S. veto of a U.N.
Security Council motion on Israeli settlements”) involves three actors.
Unless the multiple actors are neatly arranged in compound phrases, TABARI usually fails to
correctly sort out the subject and object from the modifying phrases. (In this instance, the
program would also have incorrectly parsed “Arabs and U.S.” as a compound noun, rather
than parts of two different compound phrases, leading it to erroneously code ARABS
<SUPPORT> ISRAEL, assuming it was trying to code the verb “support”.) The simplest way
to avoid such errors is to not code sentences that contain an excessive number of actors.
Sentences of this level of complexity are not uncommon in Reuters, but in many instances the
core event will also be reported in an additional, simpler sentence and therefore be coded.
The opposite problem occurs when a sentence contains insufficient actors. When coding lead
sentences, the absence of an actor before the verb frequently indicates that the story does not
involve a political event:
Kicking up dust, buffalo canter through low brush at this wetland oasis in
Jordan's eastern desert, once a world-famous sanctuary for migrant birds.

A sentence can also contain an excessive number of verbs:
The PLO, raising the stakes before renewed Middle East peace talks, has
accused the U.S. of cheating Palestinians by reneging on promises to grant
Israel $10-billion in loan guarantees only if it halted all settlements in
occupied territories.

This admittedly unusual—but authentic—sentence contains seven verb phrases: “raising
the stakes”, “renewed…talks”, “accused”, “cheating”, “reneging on
promises”, “grant…loan”, “halt…settlements”. Furthermore, several of the words
found in the direct objects—“talks”, “promises,” and “loans”—could also be verbs, and
are not preceded by determiners. If the comma-delimited phrase “raising the
stakes...talks” is removed, TABARI will actually code the sentence correctly because the
initial part of the sentence has the SVO structure “PLO accused U.S.” But more commonly,
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multiple verbs are likely to cause coding errors, in part because many of the “verbs” are in fact
nouns, or even adjectives (as in “loan guarantees”).
A final problem that might cause a sentence to be too complex to code are intrinsicallyambiguous words. For example, “Georgia” can refer either to a region prone to armed ethnic
conflict located in the southern part of the former Soviet Union, or a region prone to armed ethnic
conflict located in the southern part of the United States. The headline “Bomb blast in
Georgia kills two people” does not distinguish the two cases, although in most
instances a lead sentence would contain sufficient additional geographical information
(“Atlanta” versus “Tblisi”) that the location would be clear.
5

EVALUATION OF THE SPARSE PARSING APPROACH
The KEDS/TABARI sparse-parsing approach is far simpler than many systems now available

for natural language processing. The drawback to this simplicity is that it is easy to find sentences
that a sparse-parser will incorrectly code. The advantage of simplicity is that KEDS and TABARI
can be easily adapted to a variety of problems, and the data produced by automated coding is now
routinely used in quantitative political analysis published in refereed journals.
Both KEDS and TABARI were designed to be used (and have been used) by political
scientists who have a great deal of knowledge about politics, but relatively little experience with
linguistic theory and computer science. The system is designed for and by political analysts, and
has been successfully used in a number of places outside of the University of Kansas. While there
is definitely a learning curve involved in determining how to create dictionaries, this only involves
the basic knowledge of natural language that an individual would acquire in a secondary-school
education. In addition, the KEDS/TABARI dictionaries have an intuitive structure that most
researchers pick up very quickly.
That said, it is important to keep in mind that any data set coded using the sparse-parsing
approach will contain a number of erroneously-coded records, and any analytical method that uses
that data must be insensitive to such errors. In some cases, these errors occur because dictionaries
are incomplete or improperly updated. For example, I recently had a phone call from a government
analyst who had acquired an anonymous event data set on China that he determined had been
coded using KEDS (he recognized this because we have added a few codes to the original WEIS
system). This data set recorded regular missile attacks between China and the USA. In all
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likelihood these errors occurred because our Middle East dictionaries had been used for coding, and
in the Middle East the word “missile” usually signals an actual attack, as formerly occurred across
the border between Israel and Lebanon, during the Gulf War, and in the Iran-Iraq War. In contrast,
the word “missile” in US-Chinese relations usually concerns disagreements over Chinese exports of
missiles and missile technologies. Additional work on the dictionaries could have eliminated many
of these errors.
But other errors occur because of the limitations of the sparse parsing approach. These cannot
be corrected within the framework on sparse parsing, or else could be corrected, but the phrases
involved would be so idiosyncratic that it is unlikely that they would be encountered again.
Consider the following Reuters lead:
A surprise setback today hit efforts to end the war between Israeli forces
and Palestinian guerrillas when Syria rejected the idea of the entire
Palestine Liberation Organisation moving to its territory

This sentence places the key event—“Syria rejected…”—far from the beginning of the
sentence, contains a subordinate clause that is not delimited by commas, and uses the verb “hit”
metaphorically. It is not readily interpreted by this native speaker of English, though the
meaning is clear after the second or third reading. This type of sentence structure is far beyond
the capability of a sparse-parser.
There are, however, at least three arguments against developing a more sophisticated parser.
First, sentences too complex to correctly code using the sparse-parsing approach probably account
for fewer than 10% of all Reuters leads, and some of those sentences will still be assigned the
correct code for the incorrect reason. There is also considerable redundancy in news reports: the
lead in the previous paragraph probably comes from a story focusing on a political analysis, and
may have been accompanied by a story about the Syrian rejection that had a lead with a simpler
SVO structure, so the underlying event would have been coded even if this sentence could not be
coded. An additional 5% to 10% of the sentences are those where even human coders will disagree,
either because of ambiguities in the report or, more commonly, ambiguities in event coding schemes
such as WEIS.
Second, I am not aware of any "off-the-shelf" parsers that perform substantially better than
90% on unedited source text, though this could change in the future as the capacity of computers
and the sophistication of natural language processing models continues to increase. At present,
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there are numerous parsers and natural language understanding systems that are capable of doing
much more sophisticated coding and classification than KEDS and TABARI in limited behavioral
domains and/or with pre-edited text, but that is not the problem we need to solve. Our programs
are designed to take unedited sentences from Reuters and other news services covering a very
wide range of political behavior. Because event data set are coded from tens of thousands of
sentences, the speed of the parser is also important, and full-parsing is often substantially slower
than sparse-parsing.
Finally, a more sophisticated approach will probably involve semantic information—
information pertaining to word meanings rather than simply their type and relationship to each
other—and this will involve a very substantial amount of work in terms of dictionary
development. For problems more complex than event data coding, parsers with semantic
information are often essential, but we suspect they are not needed for our problem.
This is not to say that an improved machine-coding system could not be created; in fact I
would be absolutely delighted to see such an effort undertaken. It is simply to say that such a
project will probably involve a substantial amount of work and from the standpoint of event data
research, it is more important to concentrate on refining the event coding schemes and the
methods of analyzing event data rather than squeezing out another 5% accuracy, particularly
since that additional information may make very little difference in the statistical results obtained
from the data.
5.3 Next Steps
There are several features that could improve the coding accuracy and flexibility of
TABARI, and some of these may be implemented in the next year. Many of these are relatively
straightforward but were never implemented in KEDS either because of some early design
decisions made in KEDS that could not be corrected until TABARI was written, or because they
were not required for simple event data analysis.
Automatic generation of lists of proper nouns
The Actor_Filter program is a first step in this direction, but is not integrated into the
coding system. It would be useful to both recognize proper nouns and determine the likely
relationships of these nouns to existing proper noun categories. For example, if the system
recognized “Hobbit Liberation Front” as a category HLF and encountered the unknown
proper noun “Frodo Baggins” in the context, “Frodo Baggins, a leader in the
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Hobbit Liberation Front”, it would tentatively assign “Frodo Baggins” to the
category HLF.
Systematically deal with time and conditionals
Reuters stories frequently deal with events in the near future or the recent past; TABARI
does very little to distinguish these. To the extent that one can depend on a news agency
weighting of the importance of various events by the extent of its coverage of those events, this
can actually be useful: An activity that a news agency deems important—for example, a meeting
between chief executives or between antagonists—will generate many more events than an
activity that is routine, such as a meeting between agricultural ministers of two allies. However, a
cleaner event sequence would be generated by coding only events that occur in the present, and
this would also eliminate some of the widely miscoded events that result from reports of
historical events and anniversaries.
Discussion of conditional events that might happen also occur, though this is more of a
problem in full-story coding than in lead-sentence coding. At the present time, for example, we
do not attempt to code direct quotes occurring inside stories, because frequently these involve
complex conditionals that could be mistaken for actual events.
Make extensive use of sets of synonyms
TABARI dictionaries are organized by actors and verb phrases, rather than by codes. While
this makes sense from a parsing perspective, from a coding perspective, organizing by code
might make more sense—in other words, each event code has a set of associated verbs and a set
of permissible objects. For example, a subset of the code for "give financial aid" might look like
Verbs: [promise, pledge, grant, allocate, award]
Objects:[dollars, DM, yen, ecus, financial_aid, financial_assistance,
bailout, debt_relief]

The obvious advantage of this scheme is that it is equivalent to 40 verb phrases. A
secondary advantage is that it might also result in more transparent and easily-modified coding
schemes, which could use existing lists of equivalent verbs and objects. Coding dictionaries could
be organized around these sets of equivalent words rather than around individual words. In some
cases these synonyms will be based on natural language usage—the WordNet synonym sets
(http://www.cogsci.princeton.edu/~wn/) are a particularly important resource
here—and in other cases the sets will be specific to a type of behavior being coded.
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Determining pronoun references across sentences
An impediment to coding full stories is the ability to handle pronoun references to earlier
sentences
Islamic foreign ministers meeting in Burkina Faso have prepared a draft
resolution condemning Israel for its blitz of Lebanon last week and
demanding that it pay reparations, officials said.
On Iraq, they call for a lifting of sanctions in return for Iraqi respect
of U.N. Security Council resolutions.

Based on our work on the Middle East, we originally thought cross-sentence referencing
would be relatively easy to solve, since pronouns in those stories usually refer to the first actor
in the previous sentence, as in this example. However, this seems to be a quirk of the Reuters
editors handling the Levant, and this technique has not worked as well in some other regions of
the world. Determining pronoun references across sentences is more difficult than determining
the references within sentences because the previous sentence may contain a number of different
actors. As noted earlier, at times the problem is simply unsolvable without using contextual
information not found in the sentences themselves. Nonetheless there are a number of methods
available in the natural language processing literature that could be applied to it.
Bayesian verification of event coding
In such a system, the probability of an event assignment would adjusted depending on the
existing pattern of events between a pair of actors. The goal of Bayesian verification is to
eliminate wildly-inaccurate coding such as the use of force between two allied actors. Such
incorrect codings usually occur because of an unusually-structured sentence, a reference to an
historical event, or an unrecognized verb. A Bayesian verification system would continually
adjust the threshold required for a particular event to be accepted as valid. If a disparate code
was noted, the system will require greater validation (for example in the form of multiple reports,
or multiple indicators within a single story that the code is accurate) than if the code is typical for
the dyad. The system would also keep track of certain key events (for example the outbreak of
armed conflict; a political transition due to a death, coup or election; natural disasters) that are
likely to change the probability of certain types of events. This would probably considerably
reduce the outliers coded by the system; it might have relatively little impact on the average
behavior.
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